Memo

Subject:

UNIFORMS

From: CAPT (name illegible)

To: FRANK (name illegible)

Date: 10 June 1965

Dear Mr. FRANK:

After an extensive search of the records in the office, it was determined that the missing uniforms are located in the storage area in the back of the building.

I have arranged for a member of the maintenance staff to retrieve them. They should be available for inspection tomorrow.

Sincerely,

[Signature]

[Name]

[Position]

[Office Address]
Doc No: 12-1581-65

Summary

- Motivate women to score good performances in rear areas.
- Defend the rights of women and children.
- Develop women's associations.

Province Current Affairs & Women's Propaganda Section will make further plans.

The envelope containing this directive is labelled:

From V.H. Vien Minh, to 1220 Women Propaganda Section.

[No further exploitable information]

12-1582-65

Reception

Copy of memorandum to Phung (Ruli) - D.M. (Hanoi)
Province, dated 22 Nov 65, from Region 9 Propaganda and Training Section to the propaganda training sections of the various provinces, directing them to also arrange for popular school teachers to participate in mass education activities in compliance with directives from 4th Current Affairs Conference.

[No further exploitable information]

12-1583-65

Information Bulletin

Information bulletin, unsigned, disseminated for awareness of various committees for information on 6 Dec 65, relating to the repression of the Democratic Socialist Party and of progressive elements by rightist political parties and the Indonesian army. The Indonesian people took arms to resist the repression.

[No further exploitable information]

12-1585-65

Reference Does not

Reference Document # 1506/Toe, dated 13 Nov 65, Received DEC 10 December 1965

EXTRACT

Ministry of Party Affairs

2
1. Social classes of prospective Party members:
   - Party members will be recruited among the workers, peasants, middle farmers, poor townsmen, and revolutionary intellectuals. In the mountains, prospects will be the workers and farmers.
2. Guidelines for recruitment:
   - Attention will be focused on both quality and quantity.
   - Recruitment and consolidation must be simultaneous.
   - Party rules and regulations must be strictly enforced.
3. Targets: areas, organizations, and individuals.
   - In select rural areas and in the mountains:
     - Strategic hamlets, land development centers, plantations, Catholic settlements, strategic communication areas, frontier areas, critical areas, or ethnic minority areas, etc.
   - In urban areas:
     - Intersections, city civil and military schools, factories, stores, slums, market areas, the underworld, etc.
   - In the border regions:
     - Attention will be focused on combat units.
   - In civil or Party agencies:
     - Attention will be focused on consolidation and radio communication elements, elements directly involved with various elements, individuals who have gone through a period of training, etc.
   - Target intellectuals:
     - Effort must be directed at youth, with particular emphasis on members of the People's Revolutionary Youth Group, guerrillas, women, and ethnic minority groups.
   - The reinstatement of former Party members must
be in accordance with OSWU regulations and ZFLP's instructions.

4. 

Prospective:

- Satisfactorily perform revolutionary activities.
- Be devoted to anti-American and anti-reactionary.
- Be brave in political and armed struggle.
- Be inquisitive in production work.
- Be observant of all policies.
- Maintain satisfactory relations with the populace.
- Be loyal to and constant in the Party.
- Have clear prospects.

5. 

Evaluation and Investigation of Prospective Party Members:

- Aggressive participants of the people's political and armed struggle movement will be considered for Party membership. A thorough analysis of a prospective's relations to revolutionary propaganda and activities, and an assessment of his performances of duties, are required. Investigation may be direct (by direct contact with the prospect) or indirect (through his relatives, friends, and associates or even through the enemy).

6. 

Propaganda:

- Propaganda must be designed to make the prospective Party members respect the intellectuals and their anti-Americanism, and be determined to establish them. It must activate wholeheartedness toward the world's class, love for the Party, and confidence in the Revolution's victory.

7. 

Training:

- All prospective Party members must undergo a training course covering the following subjects:
  - Revolutionary situation and elevation in South Vietnam.
  - Policy lines, objectives, and characteristics of the Party.
  - Mission of the Party member.
  - Revolutionary courage.
  - The Communist doctrine.
8. **Procedure.**

Party regulations stipulate that:

- The applicants must individually submit an application and a personal history statement.
- They must have two sponsors (official Party members).
- The applications must be submitted to the Party Chapter or the Chapter Party Committee, which will recommend approval or disapproval to the District Party Committee; in some cases, the District Party Committee member in charge of current affairs.
- Upon approval of his application, the applicant will go through a probationary period prior to official Party membership. The probationary period is one of trial and indoctrination; the District Party Committee and the Chapter Party Committee should give it particular consideration. Orientation of probationary Party members should be completed by the end of 1965.

By the completion of the probationary period, the Party chapter will submit a self-evaluation with comments by its members to the District Party's Committee or the District Party Committee member in charge of current affairs. Final decision for official Party membership will then be made.

For further applicable information

RUSSELL R. HILL, USMC
Major, Artillery
Chief, Doumaes Exploitation Center